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About This Series

Mortal Kombat: Legacy brings to life the complex and rich history of the gaming world of MORTAL KOMBAT. Shao Kahn
and Shang Tsung are obsessed with reigning over various realms (parallel universes) and the winners of Mortal Kombat

competitions are granted supreme control over these worlds. The Earthrealm (Earth) is an unconscious participant in this
competition and only a few select humans understand the consequences of losing Mortal Kombat and what it will mean to Earth.

In a universe with powerful evil sorcerers, cyborgs, Gods and movie stars, this Mortal Kombat digital media series drives a
cohesive understanding of what this Universe is all about.
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Title: Mortal Kombat: Legacy
Production:
NetherRealm Studios, Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment
Distributor:
Warner Home Video
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2011
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: Adult Content, Adult Language, Graphic Violence
Seasons: 1
Episodes: 9

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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You're a fish, and you shoot lasers 10/10. A sci-fi first person shooter that puts your skill to the test. A game that requires
finesse, patience and lots of skill to jump, shoot and collect points as you work your way up the leaderboards.

Although the game itself is not very long, you will spend a lot more time trying to improve your score. A very addicting game
that has made me struggle to be #1 on the global leaderboard and I have finally achieved it!. Well, i guess it's not bad, just
remember, many stages has one route, turn the wrong pair in the beginning, and you will loos, on top of that, I lost so many
times, just be cause the last pair was on top of each other, which results in a loss, this game is ****** frustrating, and if you
expect Pritty "Naked" Girls, this is NOT the game for you.. This is by far one of the most enjoyable games I've played in a
while. You're the chosen leader of an intermediary government attempting to rebuild the country of Basenji after the overthrow
of a monarch. As you rebuild your infastructure and balance relations between the various factions of your society, you must
keep an eye out on foreign leaders looking to exploit your vulnerable country. On top of all this, your brother is constantly
seeking an opportunity to plot a coup deta against you. You have to keep a healthy relationship with the armed forces and your
cabinet if you plan to keep your power in office.

Random events occur in every session, making every playthrough different. You will not know when these events will trigger,
and they can disrupt your short term plans, leading to complete anarchy.

There are also interesting special projects that can be created in secret by your government. Some of these can lead to
disastorous conflicts of interest between you and other nations, such as the United States.

Some of these projects reflect actual real life political conflicts of interest, while others are just silly and fun.

At the heart of this game is a satirical look at government overthrows, similar to the ones in Iraq or Libya. The game is more
nuanced in its politics but parallels can be made in some of the gameplay and ideas represented.

My only complaint would be that the tutorial was not detailed enough to really learn all the features on my first playthrough.
This made the game a real learning process in the first couple of attempts, but I was never mad or annoyed by this. I was never
frustrated when I lost a game as for the most part failure was a consequence of poor long term planning. And when you finally
do win, it is incredibly satisfying.

Graphics - 7.5/10 I'm a sucker for retro and indie style graphics, and it was one of the things that sold me on this game. Granted,
not everyone will appreaciate this art style, but it really fit the game. Some of the models for characters could have looked a
little better, but overall the game looks nice.

Music - 8/10 Solid. Fits the theme of the game in every way, and any given piece of music fit an event in the game. The Basenji
national anthem is possibly the greatest anthem ever made, right up there with Kazekstan.

Gameplay - 9/10 I can't praise the gameplay enough. This game is FUN. It's not as complex as civilization, or age of wonders,
but its not trying to be any of those games. It has a unique gameplay style that is easy enough for anyone to learn that has the
time or interest. No outcome is ever the same, because the challenges you face every time will vary.
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Story - 8/10 The story was fun. Depending on how long your regime survives, you'll see more of the story unfold. And because
playthroughs aren't the same, you might see new story threads each time you play.

It's rare that I even recommend games, but I felt compelled to share my opinion of this game because of how much fun I had.
Really. Check it out. If you're really on the fence about it, I'd recommend to pick it up during a steam sale. But if you're into
strategy games, you will probably like this game. I think even adventure click game players might kind of dig this, The graphics
and playstyle remind me of oldschool adventure games.. It's a game with Bruce Campbell voice acting and it is in space. What
more could you want?

To anyone curious, this does play pefectly with Steam Play.
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This aircraft is lacking a 2D cockpit and feels incomplete...please update. I used photoshop before found this on steam. No
regrets.. Not exactly a run of the mill platformer as youre a blob of jelly (or pumpkin) so i gave this a shot

+54 levels
+Three difficulty modes
+Fun platforming with different types of enemies you take control of their bodies for jump height, shooting, pushing crates etc
+The game is broken up into levels but theres no load screens- you transition from one level to the next via a tube you go
through, like the pipes from Chemical Plant Zone from Sonic 2.
+Doesnt take long to beat (about 2.5hrs for me) so its worth picking up on sale.
+Nice set of achievements

-Camera needs to focus on hazards close to the player instead of trying to keep the player centered. (A patch was issued to give
some player camera control with right stick-which does help, but you will still die a lot because of an unseen enemy/projectile
that pops up which leads to...
-...the timing of lasers, missles seems to be very erratic sometimes.
-The music is fine but its just one song looped over and over.
-seems to be a 30fps lock grrrr
-Controls arent *quite* tight enough for precision jumping in the later levels.
-Lasers on the wall/ceiling blend in and are hard to notice. On that same note, the end of the level should be highlighted with
some extra color or something to indicate youve finished the level and its a little "safe zone".
-If you kill an enemy and go far enough off screen they will reappear if you come back.

6/10. The 'point and click' adventure aspect of this game is not terribly engaging, but the sliding puzzles are fun, enjoyable
puzzles.. could be fun, but nobody plays this piece of trash

glacks are wasted on this game. First thing you should know about this game is that it is not mainly about horror but of course
this doesn't mean that it fails to make you jump sometimes. It has one of the best graphics i have ever seen in a video game
made by such a small indie company. Soundtracks and dubs are amazing. It has a really interesting story but i am not really a fan
of the way they picked to inform the player about it(Notes) but of course that is only my opinion and certainly not a big problem
considering a lot of successful games used the same method before.
  I wish it was longer but for a game made by 5 people with almost no support it makes it acceptable. It also has a little bit too
much backtracking but it didn't really bother me that much.
  I ran into some bugs about the textures but they were really small details and didn't really ruined anything for me. I also never
had any performance issues(gtx980-i7 4790k-8gb ram)
  Note: I currently don't have a long playtime because i bought the game after watching a playthrough so i knew about every
puzzle and location so i kinda speedrunned it. From what i have seen the game normally takes like 2-3h to complete but the devs
added a note saying that free content is coming.. good story and good gameplay, but the translation is weird
. Worst ♥♥♥♥ing thing ever
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